We are not following a cat theme because of this months book. --- This month at #poppylovesbookclub we are reading #TheTravellingCatChronicles by #HiroArikawa! --- Pick up your copy from your local independent bookshop or library! Bathtime fun with Poppy Cat! This exciting new addition to the Poppy Cat range is a must-have for all babies and toddlers at bathtime. With its jewel-like colours and familiar cast of characters, this beautiful full-colour bath book is printed on PVC-free, EVA material so it’s safe for all ages.

With a jolly, rhyming story about Poppy Cat's afternoon in the paddling pool, this is the perfect book for entertaining little ones in the tub. Poppy Cat World Book Day Book: Poppy Cat Loves Rainbows by Lara Jones. Pre-owned. EUR 2.77. Poppy Cat loves rainbows by Lara Jones (Board book) Expertly Refurbished Product. Pre-owned. EUR 2.14. Pauline Joanna "Poppy" Cat (or Poppy for short) is the main protagonist of the book series of the same name and its animated adaptation and is the leader of the group and the niece of Big Cat. She is an anthropomorphic, feisty, imaginative, cheerful and happy-go-lucky young orphaned orange soft plush toy pussy kitten girl with a big white face, small black freckles and long whiskers and wears a multi-colored checkered neckerchief that takes her and her friends who are stuffed animals on big Lara Jones studied Fine Art at Cheltenham College of Art, where she did enormous paintings on a stepladder. For Campbell Books, she created the hugely successful LOLA AND BINKY titles, before the launch of POPPY CAT in March 2003. Country of Publication. United Kingdom. Poppy Cat World Book Day Book: Poppy Cat Loves Rainbows by Lara Jones (Board book, 2005). 1 product rating About this product. New (other): Lowest price.